Objective: This research proposes a methodology, which validates a grasp of the customers' emotions in the service design area. Background: As the era of service design has taken its approach, the need for a deliberate design that would reflect the customer's experience had emerged in the area of service. Therefore, a variety of methodologies has been adopted in the field of service design with the purpose of discovery of the customers' needs. Even though the importance of an emotion-sentient research of a service experience increases, its research progress remains to be inadequate in comparison to all the other areas. Method: Having had taken some resources from the emotional studies under other areas of expertise as a base, the concept of volatility of emotions has been introduced as the core element of this research, further followed by an elaboration of its special characteristics. The observation technique under Stakeholder's system: SOMC(Simultaneous Observation Method based on Cooperation) has been proposed in this study as it presents an effective way to grasp the concept of volatile emotions in contrast to the previously existent types of methodologies. Results: The SOMC rather supplements the existing research methods than substitutes the previous ones. In other words, although the existing research system allowed emotion detection, it was difficult to capture the change of momentary and fickle emotions. On the opposite, the SOMC provides a condition allowing a sufficient grasp of the customer's emotions and facilitates emotional capture. Conclusion: For that reason, it is hoped that this piece of research represents a valuable and effective approach in terms of grasping the true needs of the customers on the emotional level, which will in its turn contribute to the improvement of the service quality in the midst of a complicated service condition. Application: Moreover, the purpose of this research is that in its outcome it may serve as a sufficient contribution to the area of emotional studies within the field of service design.
Introduction
가치이동의
Limitations and Understanding of Service Design
모든
1
Due to the interviewers' subjective analysis, wrong insight may be extracted.
2
The interviewer is required a skill of posing specific questions that clarifies eventual values.
In-depth interview 3
Difficulty of getting customers' emotional response based on these following reasons: 1) Limitations of customers' memory 2) Nature of summarizing specific emotion in each step 3) Distortion and justification of emotions 4) Limitations of expression
1
The main emotion in the research can be ignored due to the subjective recording of emotions of the customers.
Cultural probe 2
There are limitation to get customers' emotions, therefore Video Ethnography method may be used as well. 
2
There is possibility of recording emotions from repetitive experience, however there is possible difficulty in capturing emotions from one time experience.
Customer journey 
Understanding of circumflex of emotions

Characteristics of customer's volatile emotions
